
AP English Language & Composition  Summer 2019

About the AP Program 
Advanced Placement English Language and Composition is a year-long, college-level course in which you will 

learn to read complex texts with greater understanding and develop richness, clarity, and complexity in your 

own writing. We will read a wide variety of texts on several levels. Our ultimate goal is to identify, analyze and 

model rhetorical choices in careful reading of rich texts.  Students in this course are expected and required to 

take the AP Language and Composition Examination administered on May 13, 2020. Students are also 
responsible for the $94 exam fee. To prepare you for this exam, the class will include practice for the types 

of multiple choice questions and timed-essays you will encounter on the examination. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR ASSIGNMENT 

Due Date:  Assignments are due to turnitin.com the first day of school.  
       Late work will not be accepted for this assignment. 

Note:      You are responsible for procuring a copy of your book. I recommend you buy a 
        copy as soon as possible, as annotating is a helpful reading tool.  You might also 
       use small Post-it notes for annotating.  Bring a copy of the book to class.   

ASSIGNMENT #1 READING 
Selection:    Black Like Me by John Howard Griffin 

Assignment: Write a short summary and one of each type of discussion question for each 
       reading section listed below.  Please refer to Costa's Levels of Inquiry on the next 
       page for sample questions.   

Preface 
1-37     "October 28  - November 8," 
38-76     "November 10-12  -  November 14" 
77-99     "November 15 - November 19" 
99-122    "November 21 - November 27" 
122-150   "November 28 - March 14"  
150-164   "March 14 - August 17" 
165-194   Epilogue 

Note: Page numbers may vary according to the edition of the book.  
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ASSIGNMENT #2 EDITORIAL COLUMNS/ PRÉCIS  
Rationale:  In order to become a “global citizen,” you must actually become aware of local, national and 
  global issues. Your task will be to explore topics via opinion pieces.  

Selection:  You have been provided a list of columnists, publications and categories from which  
  to choose. This is not an exhaustive list. You may consider a columnist from USA Today, The
  Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, The L.A. Times, and The  
  Chicago Tribune. 

Assignment:  Read and annotate three op/ed pieces during this summer.  Complete a SOAPSTone 
  Analysis and précis paragraph for each op/ed.  Please type your SOAPSTone Analysis and 
  précis paragraph.  Label the topic and issue you’ve chosen at the top of your précis  
  paragraph. Example: Sports—Doping.  Include the headline, byline, publication date and 
  source.  Please use MLA format. 

Possible Columnists or Opinion Pages 

David Ignatius, The Washington Post                               Gene Weingarten, The Washington Post 

George F. Will, The Washington Post                                                  Dave Barry, The Miami Herald 

Charles Krauthammer, The Washington  Post                Paul Krugman, The New York Times 

David Brooks, The New York Times                                 Robert J. Samuelson, The Washington Post 

Maureen Dowd, The New York Times                                                  The Boston Globe Opinion Page 

Thomas Boswell, The Washington Post                                                 Wired Magazine Opinion Page 

Post Frank Deford, Sports Illustrated, NPR                                   The Week’s Opinion Page 

Possible Topic Categories 

• Issues of War (PTSD, Government Funding, Medal of Honor) 

• Education (SAT scores, college applications, class sizes) 

• Popular Culture (TV programming) 

• Science and Technology (Apple vs. Samsung, ) 

• Politics and Partisanship (Presidential election, political gaffes, fact checking) 

• Sports (Lance Armstrong, Doping) 

• Science & Environment 
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Annotations 

For each column complete a SOAPSTone analysis. (Please type this assignment.) 

Speaker-Remember it is not enough to simply name the speaker. What can you say about the 
speaker based on the evidence, the writing style, the topic etc.? What does the speaker value? 

Occasion- Be certain to discuss and record both the larger occasion, that is, those issues or ideas 
that must have made the speaker think about this incident, as well as the immediate occasion, 
whatever made the author decided to focus on it in their writing. 

Audience-To whom is this writing directed? It is not enough to say: “Anyone who reads it.” You will 
want to identify a certain audience by describing some of its characteristics. Be specific. The 
audience will rarely be “working adults.” Consider party affiliation, societal values, religious beliefs, 
etc. 

Purpose- The purpose could be purely a personal one (i.e. to assuage guilt, to boast, etc.), but it 
also could be direct towards the audience, in which case you will have to decide what the 
message is and how the author wants this audience to respond. 

Subject-What is the topic of the author’s writing. You should be able to identify this easily based 
on the writing’s focus. 

Tone- Try to choose a description of the tone that fits the piece as a whole. You must also include 
specific words or phrases from the text and explain how they support your statement. Instead of 
using vague generalities like, “realistic” and “happy,” consider specific adjectives like, “pragmatic” 
and “complacent.” 

Précis Paragraph 

After you have completed these annotations, construct a précis paragraph for each editorial. 

1. The first sentence includes the name of the writer (usually including a descriptive phrase); the 
work's genre, title, and date of publication; a rhetorically accurate verb ("asserts," "argues," 
"implies," "posits," etc., but not "writes" or "states"); and a that clause containing the major 
assertion (thesis statement) of the work. 

2. The second sentence provides an explanation of how the writer develops and/or supports the 
thesis, usually in chronological order. 

3. The third sentence includes a statement of the writer's apparent purpose followed by an in 
order to phrase. It should assess what the writer wanted the audience to do or to feel as a result of 
reading the work. 

4. The fourth sentence describes the intended audience and/or the relationship the writer 
establishes with the audience. This sentence should consider how the language of the work 
excludes or appeals to certain audiences. It may also report the writer's tone. 
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Sample Précis 

In 2005’s “Cheating is a National Problem,” the editorial staff of USA Today implies that the 
epidemic of cheating among students directly correlates to those examples set on a national level 
by business executives. Corrupt business practices are specifically highlighted via statistics from 
the Pew Research Center. USA Today’s piece suggests that cheating is a reflection of widespread 
deceitfulness in order to convince the audience that dishonesty is something learned in a larger 
setting than just the classroom. The audience consists of Americans worried about the moral 
decline of this country; the tone towards “cheaters” is one of warning and disdain. 
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